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Abstract—We present a classification framework to detect
underwater terrain deformations commonly caused by marine
species in real time during AUV surveys. The method uses two
classifiers in a hierarchical manner to overcome the fact that there
are no substantial datasets in the literature about underwater
terrain and the creation of one would involve a great consumption
of human and technological resources.
The first classifier based on Haar cascades, scans the image
from an AUV stereo camera and detects all possible candidates
of interest. Then, a Multi-Descriptor Random Forest is used to
classify these candidates according to which species is more likely
to have caused the associated terrain deformation. This classifier
is able to integrate multiple descriptors to ensure the robustness
of the system despite the vast amount of image distortions that
happen underwater.
The performance of the method is shown during a multiple
AUV survey mission, where the Camera Vehicles follow the
underwater ground up close. A comparison of the framework’s
output with the one from marine biologists exemplifies the
accuracy of the system and its usefulness while supporting
activities such as marine population monitoring to preserve
nursery areas.

I. Introduction
Anthropogenic activities strongly affect coastal areas and
the marine life inhabiting them [1]. As a result, major efforts
to preserve marine biodiversity are a necessary and urgent
step. Marine reserves and nursery areas are considered effective actions to enhance over-harvested marine resources and
preserve biodiversity; for this reason they are one of the most
frequent tools used by marine biologists [2]. However, in order
to adjust the care and treatment of these areas, they need to be
constantly monitored to estimate the population and behavior
of vulnerable species. This represents an overwhelming task
since it requires great human and equipment resources.
Commonly, a team of expert divers has to organize several
expeditions in order to assess the state of the marine life
and environment; each one can last hours and be executed
during several days or weeks. Moreover, the information
collected during these missions has to be further processed
and analysed. It is true that the inclusion of Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles (AUV) and Remotely Operated Vehicles
(ROV) has helped to reduce the heavy time load and human
effort of these monitoring activities [3]. Nonetheless, experts
have to still manually navigate the ROVs to the areas of
interest to gather useful imagery i.e. with enough quality to
be analysed and to extract as much information as possible.
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Fig. 1. (Top row) The Seacat AUV used to survey the bay. On the right
the Bumblebee XB2 camera is shown. (Bottom row) The Mulllus fish on the
left digging a hole and the Dasyatis stingray on the right marked with a red
rectangle because its camouflage makes it hard to distinguish at plain sight.

The work presented here describes an approach to automatically analyse underwater data from AUVs and obtain useful
information about marine life; which can be further evaluated
and corrected by expert biologists in a shorter period of time.
Specifically, the AUV SeaCat from ATLAS Elektronik was
used to survey the Porto Pim bay in Azores, Portugal with
a down-looking camera during the final field trials of the
EU FP7 project “Marine robotic system of self-organizing,
logically linked physical nodes (MORPH)”. The species of
interest in this area are the Dasyatis stingray and the Mullus
fish; however, these species commonly camouflage or hide
when divers or AUVs come close. For this reason, it is more
reliable to count and study the common patterns they leave in
the underwater terrain such as holes.
To accomplish the detection and correct classification of
these terrain deformations i.e. which species is more likely to
cause them; we still have to deal with the great challenges that
underwater scenery poses for classification tasks. Due to the
light backscatter in water, images present high illumination
changes, scarce features (poor contrast) and distortions; a list
of computer vision challenges both in hardware and software
for underwater applications are presented in [4].
This work presents a hierarchical classification approach to
detect terrain anomalies in real time during the survey mission
and attribute them to known marine species. The first step uses
a Haar feature-based cascade classifier [5] to quickly scan
the image for possible anomalies; then these candidates are
correctly filtered out and classified by our own previous work
for object underwater recognition: Multi-Descriptor Random

Forests (MD-NCMFs) [6], as it is desirable to represent images
with different type of complementary features, each invariant
to a different type of distortion. Commonly the Haar cascade
classifier by itself outputs top classification rates among the
state of the art if it is trained with a large enough dataset;
however, expeditions to collect this type of data are hard
to organize and analyse, hence the need of a hierarchical
framework.
Based on the previous, the contributions of the presented
work are:
• A method to analyse underwater imagery in real time as
AUV surveys are conducted, showing
• statistics and video keynotes about the species encountered in the survey area, which can be further exploited
and corroborated by experts, reducing their work load
substantially.
• A classification framework that can use small datasets,
commonly encountered in underwater applications, to
accurately detect and classify objects of interest.
In the next sections, each part of the hierarchical classification approach is described in detailed, and a comparison
between the computed statistics from the proposed method
against a diver manual survey is done to quantify the reliability
of the system.
II. Hierarchical Classification of Terrain Deformations
As briefly mentioned in the introduction, the correspondence
between underwater holes and the species that made them, its
divided in two steps: real-time detection and classification.
A. Real time detection of terrain deformations
As a first step, we trained a classifier using Haar featurebased cascades as in [5] to detect different type of holes in
the underwater terrain. The resultant classifier is a weighted
sum of weak classifiers that are fast to compute and enable
multi-scale recognition. This is ideal for for online detection
and to enable the AUV to do the surveys at different depths.
However, it often requires thousands of positive and negative
examples to achieve precise results. And as it was explained, it
is hard to collect large amount of data manually in underwater
environments.
Thus, the classifier is trained to underfit the data, so it can
scan and detect all possible holes at different scales, without
concerning about the number of false positives (high recall)
Fig. 2. This is the real-time detection speed, which is useful
because it can scan the whole image at a higher speed than the
camera’s frame rate. When a hole is detected, it is extracted
as an image patch and used as an input in the next step of the
classification.
B. Classification of terrain deformations
As an output of the previous step we have a set of underwater holes candidates, each of them is passed to the MultiDescriptor Random Forests (MD-NCMFs) in order to label
them as hole type X or not hole; where is X is the name of
marine species that commonly excavates that type of hole. In

Fig. 2. All terrain deformation candidates are show in a circle, this is the
result of the detection step. Circles in red are then discarded by the MDNCMF classifier and the rest is counted as a true hole.

this section we introduce and explained in further detailed the
MD-NCMFs presented in [6].
1) Nearest Class Mean Forests (NCMFs): NCMFs is a
variation of Random Forests, where the splitting functions θ
are Nearest Class Mean classifiers [7]. One difference with
NCM classifiers is that in any given node only a fraction
of the classes k is used in order to lower the number of
comparisons needed. Although this procedure may seem to
underfit the data, ensemble methods compensate for this by
generating a collection of weak classifiers (decision trees)
and then combining their output [8]. Another difference is
that NCM assigns a class or label (e.g. hole, not hole) to
each image query, but NCM Forests will assign a child node
of the decision tree i.e. left or right, to each data sample
(binary output). Thus, NCMFs implicitly encode a hierarchical
structure of the studied classes.
To train NCMFs, first we denote by K n to the subset of
classes observed in the training data S n , and by S kn the subset
of S n belonging to the class k. Then, for each k ∈ K n we
compute the centroids cnk as described [9]. Each of the classes
k ∈ K n and their respective centroids are assigned randomly
to the left or right child of the node n. Hence, our splitting
function should perform the following mapping
θn : k∗ (~x) 7−→ {le f t, right} where k∗ (~x) = arg mink~x − cnk k2
k∈K n

(1)
In order to select the best splitting function θn , we used the
entropy based equations commonly used for every Random
Forest [8]. NCMFs offer state-of-the-art accuracy, perform
non-linear classification at node level, have no scalability
issues as the number of classes increase and can perform
incremental learning. The concept of NCMF for image classification is illustrated in Fig. 3.
2) Multi-descriptor aggregation in NCMF: This section
explains the modification on the standard NCMF methodology
in order to aggregate multiple features. Initially we have |K|
classes, each one associated with one centroid ck which is
equal to the mean of the feature vectors belonging to k.
These feature vectors only represent one type of descriptor,
we cannot simply average different type of descriptors because
their dimensionality and value ranges are different; not to
mention that they represent different types of information.
Now, we have a set of feature types F = { f1 , f2 , ..., fz } and

Fig. 3. Classification of an image by a Multi-Descriptor NCM tree (MDNCM); each class centroid is represented by a colored dot and the traversed
path of the sample while being classified is shown in red. (a) The image is
encoded into different types of feature vectors ~x ~y ~z. (b) The sample passes
down the tree following the closest centroid at each level in case of a regular
NCM tree; or the node with the best aggregated similarity measure when using
MD-NCM trees. For example in the first level, the node e0r had a better metric
than e1r . (c) When it reaches a leaf, the image is assigned a class distribution
computed when trained.

a set of classes K = {k1 , k2 , ..., kw }. In this case, to train a
node n with incoming data S n ; we picked a random subset of
class-descriptor pairs of the form ( fi , k j ) e.g. SURF-stingray
or SIFT-hole, and compute their centroids. Then, at node n
we will have a collection of centroids cnp where p ∈ Pn , and
Pn is the set of all possible class-feature pairs that can be
constructed at node n, Pn = {( f, k)|∀ f ∈ F, ∀k ∈ K n } .
Afterwards, when we compute the splitting functions θn and
partition the samples; we will not assign a sample to the node
with the closest centroid to it, but to the node which aggregated
similarity value is highest (or lower depending on the distance
metric used). Having this in mind, we make the following
splitting function:
θn : e∗ (~x) 7−→ {le f t, right} where


e∗ (~x) = arg min AggF (d(~x f ∈p , cnp )) ∀p 7−→ e

(2)
(3)

e∈{le f t,right}

The aggregation operator AggF (d) returns the aggregated
distance d between ~x and each of the centroids cnp which
were assigned to one of the child nodes e (left or right). The
sample ~x will be passed down to the child node e with the
lowest aggregated distance. And as before, we optimize θn
using entropy based equations.
In this case, the lower the value of AggF (d) the higher
the similarity because we used Bhattacharyya distance [10]
instead of the Euclidean since it considers the variance in
each dimension. The aggregator operator used was the power
P

mean 1z zi=1 dip where p = 3. To determine which similarity
metric and feature aggregator are best is out of the scope of the
current work; the chosen operators are some of the most used
in the literature [11]. Finally, it is important to remember that
when we compute the distance metric d, we have to choose
the vector ~x f ∈p represented in the the same feature space as fi
as indicated by p = ( fi , k j ) (In Fig.3 we would have to choose
one of the representations encoded by ~x ~y ~z).

Algorithm 1 Tree growing algorithm MD-NCMF-Tree(S n )
1: input: S n , sample data
2: persistent: F , set of feature descriptors
plimit , max number of class-descriptor pairs
θlimit , max number of splitting functions
µ, minimum number of samples per node
3: if stopsplitting(S n )=true then
4:
return createLeafNode(S n )
5: else
6:
K n ← pick classes present in S n
7:
Pn ← ∅
8:
for i=1 to plimit do
9:
p ← w(K n , F ), pick randomly a class feature pair
10:
if p < Pn then
11:
Pn ← Pn ∪ p
12:
end if
13:
end for
14:
C n ← computeCentroids(Pn )
15:
for j=1 to θlimit do
16:
θn ← createSplitFcn(Pn , C n )
17:
split S n according to θn (Equation 2 & 3 )
18:
for all ~x ∈ S n do
19:
if θn (e∗ (~x)) =left then S len f t ← ~x
n
← ~x
20:
if θn (e∗ (~x)) =right then S right
21:
end for
n
22:
G ← informationGain(S len f t , S right
)
23:
end for
24:
select θn that achieve the highest G
25:
return createDecisionNode(θn ,MD-NCMF-Tree(S len f t ),
n
))
MD-NCMF-Tree(S right
26: end if

Algorithm 1 offers an overview of how to grow a tree within
this modified version of NCMF. The user inputs are the type
of features F, the maximum number of class-descriptor pairs
plimit per node and the maximum number of splitting functions
θlimit to test per node n as well. Algorithm 1 is only an outline,
cases such as when the number of class-descriptor pairs p
is less that plimit or when these pairs cannot generate θlimit
splitting functions have to be considered. The stopping criteria
is the same one used for Random Forests, when the number
of samples |S n | at node n is less than a threshold µ, the class
distribution is stored at that leaf-node. This parameter is user
defined too.
III. Experiments
To evaluate the proposed method we first created our own
database of the type of underwater holes produced by two
species: Dasyatis stingray and the Mullus fish; this set was
used to train the described classification pipeline. Then, a test
of different image features descriptors was performed in the
created validation set to determine which were more robust
against the underwater image distortions. Finally, the resultant
classification model was tested during a AUV survey made
in Porto Pim bay, Azores; the results given by the proposed

method are compared against the visual counting done by a
marine biologist diver at the time of the survey, and the post
video analysis made by two experts. All of the mentioned steps
are described next.
A. Creation of Underwater Species Terrain Deformation
Database
As part of the final field trials of the EU FP7
project MORPH, several missions involving formation control
amongst three AUVs and one ASV (Autonomous Surface
Vehicle) were conducted in the areas near Porto Pim bay
in the island of Faial, Azores. Figure 4 shows an example
of a MORPH formation scheme to perform terrain following
under compliant formation control. In this type of mission, the
Surface Support Vehicle (SSV) georeferences the formation
and provides communication with an on-land station, the
Global Communications Vehicle (GCV) facilitates acoustic
communication, the Leader Sonar Vehicle (LSV) gathers
coarse multibeam data ahead of the Camera Vehicles (CVs) in
order to avoid obstacles, and the CVs are kept back on each
side of the LSV, using range measurements, while doing close
bottom terrain following (2 meters altitude). And as mentioned
in the introduction, the SeaCat from ATLAS Elektronik using
a BumbleeBee XB2 camera is one of the CVs (Figure 1).

and if the AUV was using its lights or not. Based on these
examples, the following datasets were created as follows:
• Haar Cascade classifier
– From 4.5 hours of video, 680 underwater holes were
manually selected.
– Each of the 680 holes was used to create 4 samples,
which could be rotated in the x, y, z angle in a
range of −10◦ to 10◦ and have a maximal intensity
deviation (brightness) of α = 10. 2720 positive
examples of holes are obtained.
– From the survey video, 3000 image patches are
selected as negative examples.
• Multi-Descriptor Random Forest
– The previous Haar Cascade classifier was used to test
1.5 hours of unseen footage to extract possible hole
candidates.
– 268 holes were detected as True Positives, and 2090
terrain samples as False Positives.
– The previous 948 known true holes and 1000 of
the False Positives detected by the Haar Cascade
classifier (non-holes) were gathered.
– These samples are partition in the training set: 663
holes and 700 non-holes; and validation set: 285
holes and 300 non-holes.
B. Feature Selection Experiments

Fig. 4. Formation scheme in MORPH to perform terrain following while
keeping a compliant formation control. SSV: Surface Support Vehicle, GCV:
Global Communications Vehicle, LSV: Leaser Sonar Vehicle, CV: Camera
Vehicle.

During these missions, approximately 4.5 video hours of
video footage of the bay’s bottom terrain was collected and
680 terrain deformations were manually labelled as being
caused by one of the two mentioned species. It is important to
have in mind that perhaps a great number of these deformations or holes are the same, since the CVs traversed the same
areas several times from different directions. However, these
holes were recorded from different viewpoints or light conditions depending on the time of the day, weather conditions

For a given sample, we can compute different image keypoint detectors and descriptors. The main purpose of the MDNCMF is to integrate several pairs of keypoint-descriptors that
are complementary to each other; for example, to complement
features robust against blur with features rotationally invariant.
This is due to the fact that there is not a single feature that
exhibits the same kind of robustness for every type of image
distortion.
From the collected underwater imagery, it can be appreciated that the illumination varies a lot during the AUV
surveys due to weather conditions or depth of the vehicles. For
this reason, the HSV(Hue-Saturation-Value) color descriptor is
computed since it is robust against light variations. Next, we
combine several keypoint detectors and descriptors along the
HSV feature to train our model with the created training set
and test it in the validation set; so it can be used afterwards in
unseen underwater footage. Table I shows classification rate
results of these combinations, where LOG-SURF and HOG
(Histogram of Oriented Gradients) - and HSV - outputs the
best result. For these tests, a total of 10 trees in the the MDNCM Forest models were used, their depth was stop when a
minimum of 10 samples was reached and plimit of 4 pairs of
classes-descriptors were sampled per node.
C. Field Trials Experiments
Visual counts of underwater holes were conducted by
snorkelling as follows. The snorkeller would conduct belt
transects over the sandy substrate parallel to the bay, forming
a lawnmower pattern. During each transect, the number of

TABLE I
Classification Rate at EER with different feature combinations + HSV
descriptor
LOG-DAISY
MSER-SURF
MSER-DAISY
HOG
HAR-SIFT

LOG-SURF
77.4%
72.3%
78.3%
94.1%
76.2%

LOG-DAISY

MSER-SURF

MSER-DAISY

HOG

83.4%
76.5%
90.2%
74.7%

75.1%
86.2%
77.1%

87.2%
79.8%

83.7%

Dasyatis stingrays and Mullus was noted down. The bay was
subdivided in three sub-areas: interior, medium, and exterior,
and 2 to 3 transects were conducted in each of them. Thus,
the snorkeller followed the AUV and performed the surveys
as above in order to obtain ground-truth for the hole-counting.
Afterwards, two other different marine biologist experts analysed the video acquired by the Camera Vehicle and annotated
the time and image position of the holes they considered to
belong to the species of interest.
First, we analyse the performance of the system based on
the expert’s video annotations. One located 70 holes and the
other 76; and according to the timestamp of these holes in
the video, both identified the same 47 holes, which amounts
to 99 different detected holes. The identified holes by both
biologists are not necessarily related to the fact that they are
certainly made by marine species, but it can be related to
the fact that they are more visible on the video. For this
reason, and the issue that there is no rigorous guideline on the
holes characteristics to be classified as such; the experts also
annotated the degree of confidence they have about a detected
hole belonging to either one of the mentioned species, where
1 is very certain and 3 unclear.
Based on this, we divide the located holes in 3 subsets
according to the biologist’s degree of certainty, and compute
the next performance metric on each of them: recall R,
precision P and F1 score. Where T P, FP and FN are the
number of true positives, false positives and false negatives
respectively, and the F1 score is a harmonic mean between
recall and precision.
TP
(4)
T P + FN
TP
P=
(5)
T P + FP
P×R
F1 = 2
(6)
P+R
As it can be seen in Table II and Figure 5, the proposed
classification pipeline overall presents good Recall score, near
90%, due to the undertraining of the Haar Cascade classifier.
In the complete set, the Precision score is approximately 15%
lower with 74.5%. However, from the application point of
view, a high recall is preferable since a human expert can
further filter the data with not so much work load. But a
lower recall, even with a high precision, means that an expert
has to further see the video footage again to make sure to
have a representative amount of samples; then one of the main
purposes of the classification pipeline would be lost.
R=

The same pattern is followed in each of the certainty sets,
recall scores stay close to 90% in all three of them, which
reassures the fact that the system will locate the great majority
of holes within the video. Furthermore, the precision score for
the High Certainty Set is high as well with 88%, which means
the classification correctly labels almost all holes the human
experts located with certainty. On the other hand, precision
scores decrease significantly in the Medium and Low sets,
approximately 13%, but there is a linear correspondence with
the human experts certainty.
TABLE II
Performance Classification Metrics for Underwater Biological Holes
Recall
Precision
F1

Fig. 5.

High certainty set
0.937
0.882
0.909

Medium certainty set
0.9
0.75
0.818

Low certainty set
0.887
0.714
0.791

Complete set
0.898
0.746
0.815

Performance classification metrics for underwater biological holes

It is important to mention that the snorkeller counted 53
holes during his survey along the AUV, which is not far off
from the counting made by each of the experts while watching
the video, but still significantly less (17 holes less). It is unclear
how to compare the assessment of the diver’s counting to that
of the classification framework because a lot of factors come
into play: how much time does the diver has to explore the
same area, the field of vision of the diver and of the AUVs
cameras (which also depends on its altitude), among others. It
is only clear that, on one hand, the diver has major chances
of missing some terrain deformations due to his field of view
or swimming speed; on the other hand, he has the opportunity
to further investigate the nature of the holes while underwater
increasing the certainty of his observations.
IV. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper introduced a hierarchical classification pipeline
in order to exploit the small data sets available about underwater biological terrain deformations e.g. holes excavates
by marine species, and successfully detect them and classify
in real time. The system was implemented during survey
missions to scan underwater terrain with a stereo camera as
part of the EU FP7 MORPH project.
During the development of this work, several image features
to describe the underwater imagery were tested, and it was

found that HSV and HOG descriptors output higher classification rates. The first descriptor is robust against light variations
and color attenuations as it commonly happens underwater; the
second conveys texture information through the computation
of gradients within the image, rather that just focusing on
corner-like features or blobs as other features, which is suitable
for descriptions of different type of terrains, e.g. rocks, sand.
The performance of the method is shown through a comparison of its output against the one from two expert marine
biologists, even though this is a hard task for them even from
direct analysis of the underwater terrain video footage. For
the samples where the experts are confident on their analysis,
the framework presents recall and precision scores around
90%. For the cases where the biologists are not so certain
of their sample’s assessment, recall keeps approximately the
same value, but precision drops between 70% and 75%.
Based on this, we can say that the proposed method is
reliable to monitor marine life and reach conclusions about
their temporal change without conducting time and resource
consuming expeditions. This diminishes the work load of
human experts and offers a method to preserve underwater ecosystems and constantly watch out their development.
However, the work is far from its final goal, since only two
species were analysed and ground-truth data was taken from
only a couple experts. More human missions are needed in
order to establish a reliable correlation between the number of
actual species living in the bay and the number of underwater
holes formed by them. This correlation it’s necessary to output
useful information for the marine biologists to assess.
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